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Abstract
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is an irrecoverable, progressive neurodegenerative disorder that deteriorates the cognitive and
linguistic abilities of a person over time. Ample research has been done on the early detection of AD; it remains a challenging
task. Doctors use the patient’s history, laboratory tests, and change in behaviour to diagnose the disease. Natural Language
Processing(NLP) techniques can help automate the detection of AD, as Language impairments accompany this disease. This
work aims to analyze the effect of different Embedding models on the DementiaBank dataset in order to detect the disease.
The work uses both Generic and domain-specific Word Embeddings on the three deep learning models - CNN, Bidirectional
LSTM(BLSTM), and CNN+BLSTM. Results indicate that for a specific picture description task like cookie theft description,
domain-specific Word Embeddings tend to work better. Lastly, it is discussed how results are affected by the use of different
Embedding models (Fasttext, Word2Vec, GloVe).
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1. Introduction
Alzheimer’s Disease(AD) is a brain disorder that slowly
damages the nerve connections in the Brain. It is the
most common type of dementia and symptoms of AD
include communication difficulties, memory loss, poor
judgment, and changing mood and personality1. More
than 50 million people are diagnosed with Alzheimer’s
Disease every year 2. This challenge has grown sub-
stantially over the years with the ageing of the pop-
ulation and the agerelated nature of many dementia-
producing neurodegenerative diseases [1]. This num-
ber of cases for Alzheimer’s Disease will continue to
grow in the coming years. There is no proven health
care method to cure AD. Hence, it is necessary to de-
velop a new method to detect AD in a patient. Around
50 to 90% of dementia cases are left undiagnosed by
standard clinical examinations [1]. Early detection of
Alzheimer’s Disease is still a massive issue in the cur-
rent scenario. Alzheimer’s Disease progresses over the
years, and sometimes patients can have the disease
for 20 years before showing symptoms. At this point,
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medical treatment is not very useful after the diagnosis
of the disease. Hence the early detection of Alzheimer’s
is still a challenge in medical science. There have been
many attempts to diagnose the disease with the help
of neuroimaging techniques, but non-imaging tech-
niques are essential to personalize the treatment for
a patient and monitor disease progression. Machine
learning can detect the language deficits that often ac-
company dementia and therefore can be used for ealry
detection of Alzheimer’s Disease. Previously, many
Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques were
proposed to help in early detection of Alzheimer’s Dis-
ease. These techniques treat the problem as a super-
vised learning problem. Previous research works like
[2, 3, 4] made use of transcripts obtained from inter-
views with patients to detect Alzheimer’s disease by
using various machine learning and deep learning al-
gorithms. Further, other studies like [5, 6, 7] used acous-
tic features obtained from the audio recordings of the
interviews for the classification task. Our study aims
to explore the effect of various Word Embeddings and
neural architectures on transcripts obtained from the
cookie theft description task of DementiaBank.

This paper makes use of both generic and domain-
specific Word Embeddings that are trained on the tran-
scripts. Out of all the presented models, the CNN +
Bidirectional LSTM models that make use of Fasttext
domain-specific Word Embeddings provides the best
results. Sentences obtained from the transcripts are
input to the models, and the output is the predicted
label (Healthy or Alzheimer’s), no feature engineering
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was involved in the process. Hence, this paper inves-
tigates how the task of detecting Alzheimer’s Disease
is affected by the use of various domain-specific and
generic Embeddings on different neural architectures.

The rest of the paper comprises section 2, which
consists of the Related works followed by our proposed
work and experimental setup in sections 3 and 4, re-
spectively. Then we present our results and discussion
in sections 5 and 6, respectively, which is followed by
the conclusion and future work in section 7.

2. Related Work
This section discusses the previous research, done in
the field of Alzheimer’s detection using the various
machine learning and deep learning techniques.

2.1. Machine Learning Techniques
Existing research found on early detection of Alzheim-
er’s Disease using Natural language processing made
use of various machine learning techniques. [8] used
three different machine learning algorithms - namely
Decision trees, Support Vector Machine, and K-Nearest
neighbours on a sample of 80 conversations to achieve
the best accuracy of 79.5% using their Decision tree
model. [9]proposed a model using Support Vector ma-
chine making use of 14 lexical features, nine syntac-
tic features, and n-grams extracted from the Pitt Cor-
pus in Dementia Bank Dataset by using 99 dementia
transcripts and 99 control transcripts from the dataset.
They used Area Under Curve (AUC) metric to test the
performance of the algorithm achieving a maximum
AUC score of 0.93 by using the top 1000 features ob-
tained using a Leave Pair Out Cross-Validation (LPOCV)
crossvalidation technique.

Further, [7] used the DementiaBank dataset to ex-
tract the acoustic measures and semantic measures to
predict the clinical scores of the patients by making
use of the bivariate dynamic Bayes network. [5] ex-
tracted acoustic features from the DementiaBank datas-
et and created a regression model to predict clinical
scores (MMSE) used for dementia prediction. [6] made
use of acoustic features on various Machine Learning
models like Logistic Regression, KNN, Naive Bayes,
Dummy classifier, Random Forests, and achieved the
best accuracy of 78% with Logistic regression classi-
fier.

2.2. Deep Learning Techniques
[10] had made use of Deep-Deep neural networks and

had achieved an accuracy of 87.5% using the sparse
vector representations of 4, 5 n-grams. The dataset
was equally divided by making use of 99 dementia tran-
scripts and 99 control transcripts from the dataset. Re-
cently, [2] proposed the use of 3 different deep learn-
ing algorithms- 2D-CNN, LSTM, and 2D CNN - RNN
models by making use of the complete Dementia bank
dataset which consists of 1017 Alzheimer’s transcripts
and 243 control transcripts. They used each utterance
as a separate data sample, therefore obtaining 14362
utterance samples. They achieve the best accuracy of
91.1% using the CNN-RNN model by using Word Em-
beddings along with POS tagged data to the classifier.
[3] used a Hierarchical attention network (HAN) on
the transcripts obtained from DementiaBank Dataset.
They made use of Word Embeddings along with demo-
graphic features for the prediction task obtaining an
accuracy of 86.9%. [11] proposed a model that com-
bined bidirectional hierarchical recurrent neural net-
work with an attention mechanism for dementia de-
tection. [12] showed that fine tuned BERT model out-
performed the models that used hand crafted feature
engineering. Table.4 summarizes the approach used
by previous research works.

3. Proposed Work

3.1. Preprocessing
This work uses the transcripts in the Dementia Bank
dataset [13], which are available in the form of CHAT
transcription [14]. The transcripts are passed through
a series of steps as given below and illustrated in Fig. 1.
PyLangAcq library [15], which is a powerful library
that can handle CHAT data, reads the transcripts. We
then convert all obtained utterances to lower text and
remove all punctuations. We use 99 transcripts from
each set (Dementia and Control) from the Cookie Theft
task as suggested by [9, 10] where they made use of an
equal number of dementia and control patients.

3.2. Word Embeddings used for early
detection of Alzheimer’s Disease

This work uses three types of Word Embeddings- Wor-
d2Vec [16], Glove [17] and, Fasttext [18]. These em-
beddings are chosen because they are widely used and
have different architechtures which may tell us the best
way to proceed with the problem in hand. All the
Word Embeddings have a 300-dimensional vector rep-
resentation for each Word. For each of the types men-
tioned above, two-Word Embeddings are used, Domain-
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specific and generic Word Embeddings. All the tran-
scripts from DementiaBank are used to create the do-
main specific Word Embeddings stated above. The max-
imum size of a transcript was 498 words. Hence, we
keep the size of the Word Embedding as (500,300).

3.2.1. Domain-Specific Word Embeddings

Domain-Specific Word Embeddings are Embeddings
that are trained on a specific corpus that contains data
from the interested domain. They are highly effective
for a specific domain but require extra training time.
Gensim library [19] is used to create Word2vec [16]
and Fasttext [18] Word Embeddings from the corpus.
Glove3 library is used to create the GloVe Embeddings
[17].

3.2.2. Generic Word Embeddings

Generic Word Embeddings are Embeddings that are
trained on vast generic corpora. Hence these Embed-
dings reduce training time and often give outstanding
results. The work trains the pretrained Glove [17] Em-
beddings on 6 billion words. It trains Word2vec Em-
bedding, which includes word vectors for a vocabulary
of 3 million words and phrases on roughly 100 billion
words from a Google News dataset. It also trains Fast-
text [18] Embedding, which contains vectors for 1 mil-
lion words, on Wikipedia 2017, UMBC web base cor-
pus, and statmt.org news dataset having a total of 16
billion tokens.

3.3. Deep Learning Models Used
This section explains the deep learning models that
are used for the classification of control and dementia
patients. Keras functional API [20] is used to create
all the deep learning models explained below. To ad-
dress the concern of overfitting, we use L2 regularizer
[21] as the kernel initializer. Due to the small size of
the dataset, the research makes use of 10-fold cross-
validation on each model. The model atempts to cap-
ture the language impairments that are often seen in
the ealry phases of dementia. The Annexure provides
the details of the model architecture.

3.3.1. CNN Model

In this work, the CNN model consists of a combina-
tion of 1DConvolution layers with an increasing num-
ber of kernels followed by MaxPool layers. A Dense
network follows this. We use the Tanh activation for

3https://github.com/JonathanRaiman/glove

the 1D Convolution layer, ReLU [22] as the activation
function for the Dense layers, and Softmax for classi-
fication.

3.3.2. Bi-Directional LSTM Model

The model has a series of the Bidirectional LSTM layer
and Dropout [23] layer; further layers consist of a Dense
network for classification. The Dropout layers are adde-
d to prevent overfitting in the model and dropout rate
is kept at 30%. All the layers use default Tanh activa-
tion except the last one, which uses Softmax for clas-
sification.

3.3.3. Hybrid CNN + Bi-Directional LSTM Model

This model is a combination of the above two mod-
els. We pass the Embeddings through a series of 1D-
convolutional layers followed by a MaxPooling layer,
with two bidirectional LSTM layers stacked over the
Maxpool layer. A dense network follows this. Fig. 2.
illustrates the proposed model. The Activations used
for CNN and bidirectional LSTM is Tanh, while we use
ReLU [22] activation for dense layers followed by a
SoftMax function for classification.

3.4. Training Details
The above-stated models are trained using the Adam
Optimizer [24] for 30 epochs, each using Binary cross-
entropy as the loss function. L2 regularization [21] is
applied in each layer has 𝜆 = 10−5

4. Experimental Details
This work uses Pitt Corpus, which is the largest En-
glish dataset available in DementiaBank [13]. Demen-
tiaBank is a part of the TalkBank project initiated by
Carnegie Mellon University. The National Institute of
Aging funds it. The project encourages research for
human communication. It uses the Codes for the Hu-
man Analysis of Transcripts (CHAT) system [14], whi-
ch provides automatic analysis and testing. The CHAT
system is commonly used in many datasets to pro-
vide uniformity and easy usage. Various participants
from each group (Control and dementia) visited annu-
ally for the interview. Pitt Corpus [13] is a collection
of transcripts and audio files that were collected as a
part of a longitudinal study conducted by Alzheimer’s
and Related dementia at the University of Pittsburgh
School of Medicine. This dataset contains interviews
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Transcripts 

( DementiaBank ) 

Read the transcripts using  PyLangAcq Library 

Conversion of words to Lowercase and removing punctuation 

Creation of domain specific word  embeddings  

( Word2Vec, Glove and  Fasttext ) 

Pass the word  embeddings ( domain specific and generic)  

through the  classifier ( CNN, BI - LSTM , CNN  +  BI - LSTM) 

Result 

Figure 1: Proposed Approach for early detection of
Alzheimer’s Disease

of patients with possible Alzheimer’s along with con-
trol patients, containing transcripts of 104 control pa-
tients and 208 dementia patients. The patient’s ages
range from 49-90 years in the dataset. It comprises of
four different tests on the patients:

• Cookie Theft: Patients see an image provided
by the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination,
and then the patients (Control and Dementia)
recall the events taking place in the image (Fig. 3).

• Fluency: This task is done only for dementia
patients where they respond to a word Fluency
task.

• Recall: The Dementia Patients undergo a story
recall test.

• Sentence: The Dementia Patients perform a Sen-
tence construction task.

The work uses the Cookie theft part of the corpus as
it contains the maximum number of participants, and
previous researchers have used it.

5. Results
All the three neural models - 1D CNN, Bidirectional
LSTM(BLSTM), and 1D CNN + Bidirectional LSTM (C-

NN + BLSTM) use the generic and domain-specific Wo-
rd Embeddings of each Embedding model. For domain-
specific Word Embeddings, we achieved maximum ac-
curacies of 89.9%, 85%, and 90.6% with Fasttext Embed-
ding for CNN, BLSTM, and CNN + BLSTM models, re-
spectively. While for pre-trained Word Embeddings,
maximum accuracies obtained were 85.2% with Glove
for both CNN and BLSTM, and 85.5% with Fasttext for
CNN + BLSTM. The baseline model used is constant
label classifier which gives the same result for any in-
put which achieved an accuracy of 50% since we have
two classes. Tables 1, 2, and 3 summarize the results
obtained by using the three Embedding models (Glove,
Word2Vec, Fasttext) for the three given deep learning
models. Fig. 4. compares the F1 scores achieved by
these models which makes clear that Domain Specific
Fasttext embeddings outperform all the other embed-
dings.

Accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score are used
as the evaluation metrics. Previous works using deep
learning techniques such as [2] used accuracy, [10]
used AUC (Area Under Curve), and [3] used precision,
recall and F1 score as the evaluation metrics. Gener-
ally, the performance of the domain-specific Word Em-
beddings was better than that of Generic Word Embed-
dings. The probable causes are discussed further in the
next section.

6. Discussions
The paper aims to explore how the different Word Em-
bedding models and types of Embeddings perform on
different neural models. It uses both the domain spe-
cific and the generic Word Embeddings to classify the
transcripts. However, since the domain-specific Word
Embeddings have been trained on the same corpus be-
ing used, it generally provides better results. As the
cookie theft data comprises of explaining a particular
image, the vocabulary found in the transcripts is lim-
ited, and as a result, it is easier to understand the rela-
tionship between words. Using Domain-specific, Fast-
text, and Word2vec provides better results than their
Generic counterparts. Results indicate that Glove Em-
beddings provide similar results on both types of Word
Embeddings.

If we had a combination of different tasks (not only
cookie theft) having a larger corpus and vocabulary,
Generic Embedding might perform better.

Results indicate that Word2vec has the lowest ac-
curacy amongst the three Embedding models. This is
possible because domain-specific Word2vec requires
a larger corpus to develop the semantic relation as it
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Figure 2: Pictorial Representation of the CNN+BLSTM used

Table 1
Results obtained for the CNN model

Word Embedding Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
Fasttext
Generic 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.85

Domain-specific 0.90 0.92 0.90 0.91
GloVe

Generic 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
Domain-specific 0.83 0.83 0.81 0.82

Word2Vec
Generic 0.77 0.78 0.77 0.77

Domain-specific 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80

only captures local word relations. The domain spe-
cific Fasttext Embedding gives the best result since it
does not require a large corpus as it breaks each word
into character n-grams, thereby increasing the vocab-
ulary size.

Results also indicate that the hybrid CNN + BLSTM
model achieves the highest accuracy of 90.6%. The
CNN + BLSTM model works better than any single use
of either of the model, because:

• CNN model captures the short-term dependen-
cies in text.

• LSTM model captures long term dependencies

in the text. Bidirectional LSTM is better than
the LSTM as it trains on two LSTM cells instead
of one cell in a single input sequence.

Compared to similar previous works like [2] and
[3] use a Word Embeddings layer that is trained along
with the neural architecture, this study uses three Word
Embedding models and from each Embedding model,
a domainspecific and pre-trained Embedding is cre-
ated to identify how different Embedding models and
the type of data on which the Embeddings are trained
affects the performance of detecting Alzheimer’s Dis-
ease. [2] breaks down each transcript into utterances
and considers them as separate data samples thereby

Table 2
Results obtained for the BLSTM model

Word Embedding Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
Fasttext
Generic 0.80 0.85 0.80 0.82

Domain-specific 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.85
GloVe

Generic 0.85 0.88 0.85 0.86
Domain-specific 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.84

Word2Vec
Generic 0.74 0.75 0.74 0.74

Domain-specific 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
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Table 3
Results obtained for the CNN+BLSTM model

Word Embedding Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
Fasttext
Generic 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.85

Domain-specific 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91
GloVe

Generic 0.84 0.85 0.83 0.84
Domain-specific 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.87

Word2Vec
Generic 0.77 0.79 0.78 0.78

Domain-specific 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80

Table 4
Comparision of proposed work with results and techniques of existing work

Author Accuracy Model Technique
Orimaye et al.
(2018) [10]

87.5% Neural Network 4-5 n-grams

Karlekar et al.
(2018) [2]

82.8% 2D-CNN Word Embeddings

Karlekar et al.
(2018) [2]

83.7% RNN Word Embeddings

Karlekar et al.
(2018) [2]

91.1% 2D-CNN + RNN Word Embeddings along with POS
tagged data

Kong et al.
(2019) [3]

86.9% Hierarchical Attention Net-
work

Word Embeddings

Proposed work 90.6% 1D-CNN + BLSTM Doamin-Specific Fasttext Word Em-
bedding

Figure 3: Boston cookie theft description task

creating 14362 samples as compared to our 198 sam-
ples which are complete transcripts of a patient.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
This study employs three Word Embedding algorithms
on three different Neural Models that make use of CNN
and Bidirectional LSTM for Alzheimer’s Disease Clas-

sification. For each word embedding algorithm 2 dif-
ferent types of word embeddings were used - Domain
Specific and Generic Embeddings, where it was found
that Domain Specific word embeddings performed bet-
ter than Generic Word Embeddings. This work was
limited by the small amount of dataset available. In
future, we may gather a larger dataset that may help
in creation of a more generalized embedding. Further,
we can also extend the dataset for people speaking dif-
ferent languages.

A. Appendix

A.1. Neural Model Details
We used the following neural models. The batch size
was kept at 10. In the last dense layer of each model
softmax activation function was used. Other dense
layers use a rectified linear activation function.
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Figure 4: Comparsion of F1-scores achieved by different neural models and Word Embeddings

A.1.1. CNN Model

Each CNN-1D layer in brackets represents(no-of-filters
, kernel-size)
CNN-1D(8,3) → CNN-1D(10,3) → MaxPool-1D(3) →
CNN-1D(12,3) → CNN-1D(14,3) → MaxPool-1D(3)
→ Flatten() → Dense(20,Relu) → Dense(10,Relu) →
Dense(2,Softmax)

A.1.2. BLSTM

Each LSTM layer in brackets represents(no-of-lstm-cells-
in-that-layer)
Bidir(LSTM(16)) → Dropout(0.3) → Bidir(LSTM(8))
→ Bidir(LSTM(4)) → Bidir(LSTM(2)) → Dropout(0.2)
→ Dense(8) → Dense(2,Softmax)

A.1.3. CNN+BLSTM

CNN-1D(8,3) → CNN-1D(10,3) → MaxPool-1D(3) →
CNN-1D(16,3) → CNN-1D(20,3) → MaxPool-1D(3)
→ Bidir(LSTM(8)) → BatchNorm() → Bidir(LSTM(16))
→ Dense(64,Relu) → Dense(32,Relu) → Dense (2,Soft-
max)
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